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We propose a quantum dot qubit architecture that has an attractive combination of speed and fabrication simplicity. It consists of a double quantum dot with one electron in one dot and two electrons in the other. The qubit itself is a set of two states with total spin quantum numbers \(S^2 = 3/4\) (\(S = 1/2\)) and \(S_z = -1/2\), with the two different states being singlet and triplet in the doubly occupied dot. Gate operations can be implemented electrically and the qubit is highly tunable, enabling fast implementation of one- and two-qubit gates in a simpler geometry and with fewer operations than in other proposed quantum dot qubit architectures with fast operations. Moreover, the system has potentially long decoherence times. These are all extremely attractive properties for use in quantum information processing devices.

PACS numbers: 03.67.Lx, 73.63.Kv, 85.35.Be

Using electrically-gated quantum dots in semiconductor heterostructures to make qubits for quantum information processing [1] is attractive because of the potential for excellent manipulability, scalability, and for integration with classical electronics. Tremendous progress towards the development of working electrically-gated quantum dot qubits has been made over the past decade, and single-qubit operations have been demonstrated for logical qubits implemented in single [2], double [3], and triple [4] quantum dots in GaAs heterostructures. However, even with sophisticated pulse sequences that lead to coherence times up to 200 \(\mu s\) [5], the important figure of merit, the number of gate operations that can be performed within the qubit coherence time [6–8], needs to be improved significantly for quantum dot qubits to become useful. Moreover, it is highly desirable that a given implementation be as simple as possible.

In this paper, we present a relatively simple double-dot qubit architecture in which a universal set of fast gate operations can be implemented. Each qubit consists of a double quantum dot with two electrons in one dot and one electron in the other. The qubit itself is the set of two low-lying electronic states with total spin quantum numbers \(S = 1/2\) (square of the total spin of \(3\hbar^2/4\)) and \(S_z = -1/2\) (z-component of total spin of \(-\hbar/2\)). These states form a decoherence-free subspace that is insensitive to long-wavelength magnetic flux noise; moreover, decoherence processes that do not explicitly couple to spin or induce a transition of an electron to the reservoir do not induce transitions that go outside of the subspace of an individual qubit [9]. The gate operations are all implemented using purely electrical manipulations, enabling much faster gates than using ac magnetic fields [1, 2], inhomogeneous dc magnetic fields [3, 5, 10], or mechanisms using spin-orbit coupling [11, 12]. The qubit has the same symmetries in spin space as the triple-dot qubit proposed by DiVincenzo et al. [13], but is simpler to fabricate because it requires a double dot instead of a triple dot. The hybrid qubit proposed here also has significant advantages over the three-dot qubit for implementing multi-qubit operations: two hybrid qubits made of four dots in a linear array have higher effective connectivity than the similar linear array of dots considered in Ref. [13]. We show that this increased effective connectivity can reduce the number of manipulations required to implement two-qubit gates.

We present evidence that implementing this qubit in silicon is feasible. The development of silicon qubits has attracted substantial interest [16–19] because spins in silicon have longer coherence times than spins in many other semiconductors, because of both the weak spin-orbit coupling and the low nuclear spin density in silicon [20–22]. Here, we measure a triplet-singlet relaxation time in a single silicon dot to be > 100 ms and demonstrate readout of the singlet and triplet states of two electrons in a silicon dot. We estimate dephasing times theoretically to be on the order of microseconds, long enough to achieve high fidelity quantum operations.

Qubit design. An important advantage of the qubit proposed here is that all qubit manipulations can be implemented using electric and not magnetic fields, resulting in fast operations [13]. To understand why electrical manipulation of our qubit is possible, we enumerate the possible transitions between spin states of three electrons that can be induced by spin-conserving manipulations. When three spin-1/2 entities are added, the resulting 8 total spin eigenstates form a quadruplet with \(S = 3/2\) and \(S_z = 3/2, 1/2, -1/2, -3/2\), and two doublets, each with \(S = 1/2, S_z = \pm 1/2\), where the total spin is \(\hbar^2 S(S+1)\) and the z-component of the total spin is \(\hbar S_z\). Only states with the same \(S\) and \(S_z\) can be coupled by spin-independent terms in the Hamiltonian. We choose to use the group of two states with \(S = 1/2, S_z = -1/2\) for the states of the qubit.

As discussed in [13], the two states of the logical qubit with \(S = 1/2\) and \(S_z = -1/2\) can be written as \(|0\rangle_L =...
FIG. 1. The logical qubit states of the hybrid qubit are $|0\rangle_L = |S\rangle\downarrow\downarrow$ and $|1\rangle_L = \sqrt{\frac{2}{3}}|T_0\rangle\downarrow\uparrow - \sqrt{\frac{1}{3}}|T_\uparrow\rangle\uparrow\uparrow$. In our case, $|S\rangle$, $|T_0\rangle$, and $|T_\uparrow\rangle$ are the singlet ($(|\uparrow\downarrow\rangle - |\downarrow\uparrow\rangle)/\sqrt{2}$), $T_0$ triplet ($(|\uparrow\downarrow\rangle + |\downarrow\uparrow\rangle)/\sqrt{2}$), and $T_\uparrow$ triplet $(|\downarrow\downarrow\rangle + |\downarrow\uparrow\rangle)/\sqrt{2}$) in the left dot, and $|\uparrow\rangle$ and $|\downarrow\rangle$ respectively denote a spin-up and spin-down electron in the right dot. The essential difference between our system and that of [13] is that the singlet and triplet states are of two electrons in one dot instead of two different dots, as depicted in Fig. 1.

**Single qubit gate operations.** We now discuss how gate operations are implemented in this qubit in terms of the elementary operations implemented by changes of gate voltages in the device. A complete set of single-qubit manipulations consists of one that changes the energy splitting between the qubit states and another that drives transitions between the qubit states. The energy difference between the two qubit states is mainly that drives transitions between the qubit states. The energy splitting between the singlet and triplet states in the left dot and that change the tunnel couplings.

Transitions between the two states of the hybrid qubit can be induced by changing the off-diagonal terms in the reduced Hamiltonian. These terms are each proportional to $t_i^2/\Delta E_i$, where $t_i$ is the relevant tunneling amplitude and $\Delta E_i$ is the energy difference between the relevant state with two electrons on the left dot and the virtual state in which an electron has tunneled from state $i$ in the left dot onto the right dot. Explicit calculations of the effective spin Hamiltonian obtained by a canonical transformation that systematically eliminates higher energy states [27–29] demonstrate that increasing the tunnel couplings between the quantum dots indeed drives transitions between the two states of the qubit (see [14]). Therefore, gate modulations that change the $t_i$ will induce transitions between the qubit states, and modulations of the energy difference $\Delta E_i$ will similarly induce transitions when the $t_i$ are non-negligible. We note that when the singlet-triplet splitting $\Delta_{ST}$ is nonzero, Rabi flops are performed by modulating the off-diagonal terms at the angular frequency $\Omega$ satisfying $\hbar \Omega = \Delta_{ST}$. This modulation is easier to achieve experimentally when $\Delta_{ST}$ is not too large. A singlet-triplet splitting of 0.05 meV, typical of splittings measured in quantum dots fabricated in Si/SiGe heterostructures [30, 31], corresponds to a frequency of ~ 10 GHz. Quantum dot gate operations have already been achieved at this speed [32], and efficient schemes exist for refocusing the fast rotations [33].

While the two manipulations obtained by changing the singlet-triplet splitting in one dot or the tunnel coupling between two dots described above are sufficient for achieving arbitrary single qubit gates, a larger set of elementary operations (or, equivalently, more fine-grained control of the terms in the effective Hamiltonian) is useful because it enables two-qubit gates to be implemented with fewer elementary operations. We note that $t_S$ and $t_T$, the tunneling matrix elements that shift a single electron from the singlet or triplet state in the left dot to
the lowest energy state in the right dot, can be tuned separately. Decreasing the tunnel barrier, as shown in Fig. 1(c), increases both tunnel rates, whereas changing the difference between the overall energies in the left and right dots, as in Fig. 1(b), can change the ratio of the two tunnel rates, because of energy-dependent tunneling [34, 35]. The tunable degrees of freedom (the singlet-triplet splitting and the tunnel rates into the singlet and into the triplet) are denoted schematically in Fig. 1(d) as dashed lines.

Two-qubit gates. The spin symmetries of the hybrid qubit are the same as in the three-dot qubit of [13] and two-qubit gates are implemented similarly; however, because the hybrid qubit has higher effective connectivity, two-qubit gates can be implemented with fewer elementary operations. The increased connectivity for dots in a linear array is illustrated schematically in Fig. 1(d-f). Fig. 1(d) shows two hybrid qubits with eight effective connections, while Fig. 1(e) shows the five effective connections of two triple-dots in a linear array. Fig. 1(f) shows a different arrangement of two double-dots, also with eight effective connections ([14] shows how the hybrid qubit can achieve these connections). We have found sequences, presented in [14], of 16 and 14 two-qubit operations that yield gates equivalent to CNOT up to local unitary operations for Fig. 1(d) and Fig. 1(f), respectively. In comparison, the shortest gate sequence that has been found for Fig. 1(e) has 18 operations [15]. These shorter gate sequences provide strong evidence that increased effective connectivity can enable implementation of gates of two logical qubits with fewer elementary two-qubit operations.

Readout and initialization. Readout of the qubit state can be performed when the tunnel rates coupling the singlet and triplet states of the doubly occupied dot to the lead are significantly different, so that measuring the time to tunnel out of the dot yields information about the qubit state. Different tunnel rates of singlet and triplet states in a single dot have been demonstrated in GaAs [36], and we now show that these rates can also differ significantly in Si.

Fig. 2 shows charge sensing measurements of tunnel rates into and out of a Si/SiGe double quantum dot when the occupation of the left dot is changed between one and two. (All electron numbers refer to the effective electron number; the actual number may include a spin-zero closed shell of electrons in addition to the valence electrons we study here. Details of the measurements are in [14].) A step increase in voltage to gate PL causes an electron to tunnel from the lead into the left dot, changing the dot occupation from one to two. Fig. 2(b) shows an average of 300 measurements of the charge sensor current in response to the electron tunneling into the dot for $B = 1 \text{T}$ (when the two-electron ground state is a singlet) and $B = 3 \text{T}$ (when the two-electron ground state is the triplet $T_-$), showing exponential decay corresponding to loading a single electron with tunneling rates $\gamma_{\text{load}}^{S} = 81 \text{Hz}$ at 1 T and $\gamma_{\text{load}}^{T} = 521 \text{Hz}$ at 3 T [14]. Fig. 2(c) shows analogous measurements of electrons tunneling out of the dot that yield tunnel rates $\gamma_{\text{unload}}^{S} = 182 \text{Hz}$ and $\gamma_{\text{unload}}^{T} = 645 \text{Hz}$. The large difference in tunnel rates between the singlet and triplet states provides a mechanism for readout and initialization.

Coherence properties. While the spin symmetries of the hybrid qubit are identical to those of the three-dot qubit in [13], the coherence properties are different because the singlet and triplet states have different spatial wavefunctions. An essential component of this qubit is a long lifetime for the triplet state of the dot with the ground state singlet $S$ and the triplet $T_-$ excited state are energetically accessible at magnetic field $B = 1.5 \text{T}$. States $S$ and $T_-$ each load with some probability. After
a dwell time $\Delta t$, the voltage is returned to its previous value, and an electron tunnels out of the dot. As $\Delta t$ is increased, the probability that the electrons remain in the $T_-$ state decreases exponentially with a characteristic time $T_1$, and the tunnel rate to the lead decays with the same characteristic time. Fig. 2(d) shows the result of such a measurement; it yields $T_1 = 141 \pm 12$ ms. This slow relaxation time is significantly longer than the value of $\sim 3$ ms measured in GaAs [36] and is consistent with theoretical estimates that account for Rashba spin-orbit coupling and phonon-assisted hyperfine coupling [37, 38].

The different charge distributions of the two qubit states gives rise to dephasing due to electron-phonon coupling [39, 40] and charge noise [41]. Our calculations indicate that for realistic states, the intervalley component of the electron-phonon dephasing term is the most important, and leads to $T_2 \sim 1 \mu s$ [42]. Dephasing due to charge noise is suppressed in the hybrid qubit compared to charge qubits [43] because the changes in charge distributions are confined to a single quantum dot, making the effective dipole moment much smaller (indeed, the dipole moment vanishes in the limit of harmonic dot potentials) [42]. Therefore, charge fluctuation-induced decoherence is greatly suppressed in the hybrid qubit compared to double dot charge qubits. Simple estimates indicate that decoherence rates induced by nuclear spins will be similar to those in singlet-triplet qubits [5].

Summary. We propose a solid state qubit architecture consisting of three electrons in two quantum dots. Compared to previous proposals, this new qubit has the important advantages of fast gate operations and relative simplicity of fabrication. Experimental data are presented that support the feasibility of constructing the qubit architecture using Si/SiGe quantum dots.
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